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 “Using scientific study to solve crime” 
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Crimeophobia stands as a global trailblazer in the realm of  

'A Criminology Firm,' rooted in the scientific examination of crime 

and criminal behaviour. Our approach involves tailored penal  

treatments that consider the motives, intentions, and unique  

circumstances of each case. Through our prescriptive and  
predictive model, we deliver legal remedies with precision. 

 

The founder's journey spans academic pursuits in India, Singapore, 

and the U.K, culminating in entrepreneurial endeavours that  

leverage expertise in Criminology & Neurocriminology.  
Crimeophobia, initially established in London, now operates in  

Mumbai, boasting a diverse Board of Advisors from various nations. 
The founder's extensive background in the legal industry, starting 

from the age of 14, has evolved into a specialization in Transnational 

Organized Crime, Predictive Policing & Analytics, National Security, 

and Counter-Terrorism along with domestic crimes. 

 

Armed with an Honours degree in Criminology from the UK,  

the founder's role as a Criminologist involves analyzing data to  

unravel the reasons behind criminal acts and formulating strategies 

to predict, deter, and prevent further criminal behaviour. 
 

The firm serves as a dedicated 'Think Tank,' committed to research 

and crime education for both the public and private sectors.  

Our focus transcends traditional criminological boundaries,  

integrating scientific concepts from Criminology, Sociology,  
Psychology, Policing, Politics, Governance, Terrorism, Defense,  

Media, Law, Religion, Culture, and Gender. Our distinctive  

approach seeks a harmonious fusion of cultural management  

techniques, technological competence, and the strategic  

application of Artificial Intelligence, with the ultimate aim  
of catalyzing social change within communities. 
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Criminologist Snehil Dhall, the founder of Crimeophobia, transitioned from entrepreneurship in the infrastructure, legal, fashion, and news 

media sectors across India, Singapore, the U.K, U.S.A, and Sweden, leveraging extensive experience with the United Nations, British & Indian 

Government, global politics, corporates, families, and various government departments.  

Yogan Yoganathan (Mayor, U.K): He has been honoured with the title Member of the British Empire (M.B.E) and  been the Mayor for the  

second time.  He is also one of the longest elected Councillor for more than two decades and counting. An Asian-British, he has an excellent 

understanding of Governance, Global Politics, Racial Equality, Sports and Social Service in which he held various senior designations and  

supported the founder of Crimeophobia since student days in London. 

Laxmi N Tripathi (LGBTQ Expert, Ex-United Nations Representative): ‘Shri Anant Vibhushi Acharya Mahamandleshwar’ is the honorary title 

given to her by the highest Hindu religious hierarchy. She is widely recognized as an International Transgender Activist who was also the first 

South-East Asian Transgender to  represent at the United Nations. She is one of the greatest strength for creating a diplomatic breakthrough 

in various systems that suppress marginalized of any kind. 

Maj. Gen. Dilawar Singh (Ex-DG, Youth & Sports Ministry, Govt. of India):  He is a Retired Major General of the Indian Army and Former 

National Director General of  NYKS, Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports, Govt of India. One of the very few who has a technical balance of working 

professionally between Military, Government, and Civilian lifestyle. His knowledge & experience gives us the benefit of evaluating and creating 

secure frameworks for civilian disputes to National Security & Counter-Terrorism.  

O.P Singh, I.P.S (Ex-DG: CISF, NDRF & U.P State): President’s Police Medal & Gallantry awardee Mr. Singh is one of the most dynamic Indian 

Officers who has held the position of Director -General for Central Industrial Security Force (CISF) & National Disaster Response Force (NDRF) 

for the Government of India and Director General Police (DGP) for Uttar Pradesh State. His experience of holding positions with Central & State 

gives us the best edge for building a multi-dimensional security framework. 

Avik Sarkar (NITI Aayog Ex - Data Cell Head): He joined Crimeophobia as Board of Advisor while being the Head of Data Cell in the institute 

called ‘NITI Aayog’ for which the Chairman is Prime Minister of India. Currently, he shifted his passion in teaching and works with the Indian 

School of Business while having immense knowledge of Big Data, Artificial Intelligence, and transforming technologies. He is also heading the 

development of India Data Portal, a portal for analysis & visualization of govt. data.  

M.S Bitta (Ex-Minister of Punjab State): Formerly, he has been a Minister for Punjab State and faced maximum Terror Attacks on him due to 

which Z category security has been allotted to him by the Government of India. Currently, he is the Chairman for ‘All India Anti-Terrorist Front’ 

and his Advisory support is very crucial for political decision-making against Terrorism that we receive. A biopic movie has already been  

declared on his life struggles with Terrorist and Terror Victim families in India.   

board of 
    advisors 

Mr. Atul Tripathi (National Security AI & Big Data): was a Big Data and Artificial Intelligence consultant in National Security Council Secre-

tariat (Prime Minister’s Office, New Delhi, India) working in field of application of Big Data for National Security. He has 20+ years of experience 

in Artificial Intelligence, Cyber Security, Big Data, Analytics. He has worked extensively in AML, TBML, Financial Frauds applying AI, Big Data 

Analytics. He is member of Leaders Excellence at Harvard Square and GARP (Global Association 

Darshan Nagarsheth (Defence Sector, Entrepreneur):  He has  been a prominent entrepreneur in the defense sector for several decades, 

working alongside his family. In addition to his successful ventures in defense, he is also a passionate mental healthcare expert with  

specialized qualifications in managing personal and professional disputes. Although the details of his core defense projects are confidential due 

to protocols, Mr. Nagarsheth's valuable insights into Public-Private Partnerships involving Civilian and Defense Laws are of significant  

importance to Crimeophobia.  
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 “Our scientific study of crime also involves understanding of 
industrial jargons which are decoded by our team of experts . . .” 

Graham Williamson (Councillor, British Politician): Three term Councillor in the UK, he is one of those few English Political Activist who has legally 

raised voice for the British & Foreign nationals from London and also contested for European Parliament Election. He is currently the National Council 

member for the ‘National Liberal Party (UK)’  and continues to be very act in the humanitarian activities, especially for Sri Lankans. His support to 

Crimeophobia began since pre-conceptualization days in the UK. 

M.P Sahay, Advocate (Supreme Court of India): He is an Advocate-on-Record with the Supreme Court of India and a Bar Council member for New 

Delhi, Chicago, Washington D.C, Brussels, Singapore, and Allahabad Courts. His experts are mainly in Corporate & Trade laws for which he is also a 

committee member with International Trade & Customs Law, Commerce & Distribution, Arbitration among many other forums.  

Dr. C.H Asrani (Med. Expert - World Bank):  A Clinicians with 43+ years of experience, he has just completed 2nd stint with ‘The World Bank’ as a 

Senior health insurance consultant for capacity building and medical audits. While being a Medical Entrepreneur, he covers al l the verticals from  

practicing doctor to insurance fraud and also provides medical negligence reports. His support in medical field is crucial to Crimeophobia for handling 

Medico-Legal Cases across the globe.  

Rita Chahwan (Arabic Expert & Senior Journalist): An expert in understanding radical Muslim extremist with experience of handling Anti-Human 

Trafficking, Anti-Narcotics and many other Refugee linked crimes around in Middle-East Arabic world. She is also the founder of an Arabic news portal 

called  ‘Al-Khabar’ and ‘Middle East Anti—Narcotics & Human Trafficking Research Center’ and one of the finest aninvestigative journalist who assists 

Crimeophobia with Arabic language related work. 

Kapildeva Dasa (Vice President - ISKCON): He has dedicated his life to practicing & teaching the principles of Krishna Consciousness as per the 

Bhagavata-Gita. He is the Rector of ‘Bhaktivedanta Swami Mission School’ and Vice President of ‘International Society for Krishna Consciousness’ 
ISKCON (Mumbai). We at Crimeophobia receive immense support of Advisory for Vedic & Mahabharata studies to tackle  psychological warfare. 

Shurjo (Director - Ananda Sangha): He was born to an Indian Military family and opted for his education in ‘National Institute of Fashion Technology’ 

but eventually took the path in monastic lifestyle at the age of 21 years. Currently, he is the Spiritual Director for Ananda Sangha (Mumbai) which has a 

combinative study of Lord Krishna & Jesus in which his Advisory to Crimeophobia brings the kind of balance as required to support & train global 

citizens.  

Kia Scherr (Peace Entrepreneur): She lost her daughter & husband during the Mumbai Terror Attacks of 26/11 but self-motivated to become a 

Peace Entrepreneur. Currently, she is the Co-Founder of One Life Alliance based out of America and operates globally to strengthen the emotional 

stability of terror victim families. She has written a book called ‘Forgiveness is a Choice’ in reference to her experience of terrorism  while being the 

silent advisory to Crimeophobia against Victims of Terrorism.   

Dr. Nishikant Jha (Financial Expert): He is a PhD & D. Litt. holder in Accounts & Finance and an award-winning educationalist along with excellence in 

strategic planning of academics. In a short period, he has been an author for three patents; 150+ books; hundreds of research papers; CIMA Advocate 

in the U.K; BEC from Cambridge University and International Executive MBA from Belgium. He is a key Advisor to Crimeophobia for regulating Student 

Psychology at large. 

Sameer Buddha (International Detective Association): He being a member of International Investigators Council increases the global connectivity 

of investigators & detectives if his direct team cannot be present physically or virtually. One of the crucial game changer in high profile criminal / civil 

cases of India has got him massive credibility for crime investigation & prevention along with security planning & management. His core expertise is in 

the VVIP security of Persons & Parts.  
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Case  
studies 

INDIVIDUAL SECURITY AUDIT: In a domestic violence case located in Bangalore, the mother was  

dispossessed from her 8 years old son by the father who claimed to be in Pune but filed a divorce notice from 

Nagpur while he had his job in Bangalore. The case was linked to the child’s  recovery who was kept hostile by the 

father while I was located in Mumbai and information were pertaining to Bangalore, Pune, Nagpur, Hyderabad and 

New Delhi. With detailed psychological verifications and evaluation, the Police was informed about the case in 

which the child was eventually found in Hyderabad. Currently, multiple cases with Police and Courts are in  

progress, however, the mother-son enjoy their peaceful stay together without any further security threats.   
 

FIINANCIAL AUDIT (J & K): A financial audit was required in Srinagar, Jammu & Kashmir for a government em-

ployee whose salary has been under conflict merely based on oral submissions due to wrong interpretation of 

J&K High Court order by certain  management staff. In the said case, Crimeophobia  Team initiated the  

investigations, evaluations and witness confessions to decode the conflict to bring justice for not just the victim 

but also many other government employees. The evaluation proceedings were completed from Mumbai by using 

our distance technology support and currently, the Central Ministry, Government of India has directed  

J&K - ICDS to investigate and report based on the charges imposes by Crimeophobia against them.  
 

LEGAL PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT: After Legal-Audit of news media giant having its top management framed in a 

financial fraud case, we eventually found only oral evidence and a fake (dead) complainant. Our Legal Auditing is  

meant for evaluation for legal status verification & positioning. We handle the prioritisation & control of an  

organisation/family legal decision based on the concept of Criminology & Neurocriminology to focus on  equality 

of rights, fairness and morality that determines Justice. We evaluate every legal requirement and then define the 

difference between Law & Justice. Every case is either defined as multicursal or unicursal during an audit since 

it has complicated set of paths and passages through which it is difficult to find the way out and this is what we 

decode through criminology techniques. 
 

RISK ASSESSMENT & REPUTATION MANAGEMENT: One of the MNC had to identify who was the culprit of  

intellectual and financial theft without the employees getting to know about an ongoing investigation was led by 

Crimeophobia. We not just assisted them in pinning the person down, but also completed the task without having 

any legal or reputation complications. A similar act was completed for an International School as well in which 

children from class 5 to 12th had to be rehabilitated due to an ongoing crime committed by one of them which 

was bringing bad reputation for the school. 
 

NATIONAL SECURITY AUDIT: United Nations Transnational Organised Crime (UNTOC) is one of the most crucial 

audits conducted by Crimeophobia - Team in order to evaluate India’s National Security & Counter-Terrorism in 

which every State / Union Territory failed to implement UNTOC department in their respective Home Ministry for 

tackling Arms & Ammunition Smuggling, Human Trafficking and Money Laundering. Crimeophobia submitted its 

audit report with the Supreme Court of India as Criminal Writ Petition since the authorized nodal department i.e. 

Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) confirms in writing of not implementing the said work. Currently, the court 

has ordered all 46 respondents to provide their respective Intelligence Reports to us.  
 

ANTI-TERRORISM/CRIMINAL REHABILITATION: Under our rehabilitation program we have been in collaboration 

with Ministry of Youth Affairs (NYKS), Government of India along with Children’s Aid Society (CAS), Government of 

Maharashtra State in which we have provided therapy sessions as per relevant circumstances. One of our  

satisfying achievements has been of controlling the activities of community-based youth who didn't pick weapons 

for Anti-National activities even though they are major sympathizers of a banned Terrorist Organization.   

Every Case is like a  
game of chess in which the two 
opponents try to predict each 

other's next plan of action to 
determine their own game.  

 
We at Crimeophobia evaluate the 
same methodology through our 

techniques of criminal  
psychology and then  

authenticate our findings  
with evidence & witnesses. All 
our companies have a purpose 

and are interlinked to each  
other’s moves, just like the 
game of chess has multiple 

types of rules for every piece of 

the board game. We have also 
initiated our core competence in 

the field of Neurocriminology 
which is a sub-discipline of 

Criminology.  
 

The R&D of criminal mind and 

behaviour falls under  
Neurocriminology, while the  

implementation of the outcome  
will fall under criminology and  

our players in the game of chess  
are the above 7 elements.   
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AUDIT 

CONFLICT EVALUATION, INVESTIGATION AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT 

DISTANCE SUPPORT, FEASIBILITY STUDY, RISK & FRAUD ASSESSMENT 

ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION AND PROFILING 

DEVELOPMENT & IMPLEMENTATION 

TRAINING OF TRAINERS (TOT), STUDENTS, FAMILIES, GOVERNMENT  

PEACE & CONFLICT INVESTIGATIVE STUDY (7 CORE SUPPORT) 

TRANSNATIONAL ORGANISED CRIME EVALUATION 

LEGAL AUDIT  

SECURITY AUDIT 

INTERAGENCY UNIT 

POLICY & CURRICULUM   

CRIME EDUCATION  

MENTAL HEALTHCARE 

INT’L RELATIONS 

CRIMEOPHOBIA’S BATTLEFIELD MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BASE UNIT SUPPORT) 

PREDICTIVE POLICING & ANALYTICS  /  HUMAN INTERVENTION IN TECH (TRL-9) 

DEFENCE MANAGEMENT  

BIG DATA & ANALYSIS 

 

   

Psychological  

security 

legal 

The term ‘Crime’ has never been something easy to 

define as it is relative, mysterious, and elusive. In  

essence, it revolves around subjective criteria which 

create a mindset and is generally referred to as  

lifestyle among various communities. Any ‘Crime’  

committed in today’s era can be very  

expensive, exclusive, rare, or not meant for everyone to 

interpret. Once these things are understood, then 

it converts into an organised crime and is probably 

declared a scam. The more available a crime is, the less 

luxurious it becomes for the Mastermind to commit it. 

We aim at creating the highest educational value by 

studying various kinds of crimes and responses to  

criminal behavior in order to find ways to resolve them. 

The decoding process through Extrasensory  

Perceptions includes seven types of psychological skills 

i.e. Intuition (Feeling), Telepathy (Communication),  

Psychometry (Discover), Clairvoyance / Clairaudience 

(Conscious), Precognition (Foreknowledge / Prediction), 

and Retrocognition(History), whereas, we further  

developed these around seven professional sectors i.e. 

Crime, Culture, Social, Terrorism, Politics, Media and 

Police / Defence.  

OUR CORE COMPETENCE IS IN   

 WE  PROVIDE  PRESCRIPTIVE  &  PREDICTIVE  SOLUTIONS . . . 
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advantages 
For you 

 

 Bridging the gap between a non-legal speaking client  
 with the legal justice system stakeholders . . .  

 

There is a deep need to integrate the aspects of International Relations & Politics as it is based on the factors of War & Crime which have a direct impact on daily  

routines. The analytical relevance of the topic are meant for the following: Corporate world refers it for the Stock Market which calls it as fundamental and  

sentimental analysis; National Security Agencies evidently links it to Terrorism & radical activities in defence and diplomacy; Families & Communities have their core 

elements of their domestic relations that eventually become an International topic of concern or conflict. Due to such reasons, no one can ignore the relevance of 

social & cultural studies that reach out to crime and to keep a track of this chain of activities our Founder has created two theories as stated below for decoding 

conflicts: 

 

Theory of Modern Chakravyuh: The theory has been copyrighted by Criminologist Snehil Dhall which focuses on decoding all the patterns & sequences of an  

ongoing crime. The elements focused under this theory are Crime, Social, Culture, Terrorism, Politics, Media and Police. Polymath Theory of Organised Crime: 

While theModern Chakravyuh is based on the ground reality, the second theory is based on tapping the Organised Crime Mastermind in which we have combined 

Criminology with the ‘Open System Inter-connection’ Model to automate and make it compatible with Battlefield Management System (BMS) for Defence & Civilians. 

CRIMINOLOGY BACKGROUND 

We understand the non-legal language of victims and convert the 

same into the legal language to bridge the gap and reduce the 

time for delivering justice. Simultaneously, Crimeophobia has 

designed its product offerings at three levels for Audit & Consult 

model i.e. Psychology, Security, and Legal.  

 

Crimeophobia has been providing Crime Education Sessions 

since past 13+ years for children age 6 years onwards. We have 

empowered students, families, along with officials from defence, 

police and various departments so far with customized  

curriculum as per their specific requirements. We have also 

been empowered almost every category of learner and our 

Crime Psychology Clinic has an official collaboration with NYKS 

- Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sport, Govt. of India for Anti-

Criminal & Anti Terrorism Rehabilitation sessions since past 

several years. Crimeophobia considers Crime & Criminal  

behavior as Mental Healthcare issues due to which we initiated 

Crime Psychology Clinic that focuses predominantly on Medico-

Legal Cases (MLC). In the recent past the elements of Mental 

Healthcare has also been taken into consideration by the legal 

system that is known as Mental Healthcare Act 2017. 

 

Meanwhile, Crimeophobia Defence is meant for the  

Government & Corporate sectors as it has been design to focus 

needs of Security Forces to initiate a Psychological Warfare Unit. 

We ideally fit in the gap of technology based modernization that 

is subjected to Human Intervention in which we can deal with the 

stakeholders from a distance or physically to resolve the dispute 

in hand.  The way various people & nations interact and regard 

each other, especially in the context of political, economic or 

cultural relationships depends largely on the religious believes 

during criminological evaluations due to which our focus has 

shifted to Transnational model against International.  

Crimeophobia ‘INTERAGENCY UNIT’ conduct coordination between departments of Crime, Law, 

Media, Government, Politics, Human Resources, Public Relations, NGOs, and/or any other body 

that may be involved in order to resolve the dispute. The Unit is created for current affairs of 

organizational & family routine which can be handled with or without the physical presence of 

all stakeholders. Our case studies are mainly based on the operational model of this unit as 

Criminology is all about integrative study constituted in multiple agencies.  

 

What to expect? An administrative channel for your disputes that requires critical analysis of 

every aspect in a formal or informal manner to achieve a resolution without the presence of 

all involved. Why do you need? Its required since the organisational or family structure have 

overlapping decisions over an issue that should be coordinated with one another through the 

interagency process for civil and criminal matters. When do you need? The Interagency Unit 

is required for reducing duplication of services and increase greater efficiency by handling the 

process of agencies and families that is joined together for the purpose of interdependent 

problem solving. 

 

THE ADVANTAGE FOR YOU ? 

The representatives of Law usually investigate a case by first collecting the evidence / 

|witnesses and later try to evaluate the motives / intentions, however, if the conclusions 

aren’t admissible then the entire investigation is wasted. Due to this reason, we at  

Crimeophobia fix this gap by processing the unfiltered legal data to understand the criminal's 

psychology and/or motives / intentions and then back our evaluations with evidence / witness 

which leads to quick resolution. As a client you have cumulative access to all our leading  

industrial subject experts as Crimeophobia will be your ‘outsourced in-house Interagency 

Advisors’ that would cover Legal, Security, and Mental Healthcare linked to concerns of family, 

business, and government along with reputation management. 
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WHAT DO WE DO IN EDUCATION SECTOR ? The “want-to-do-something-different” learners are found among all kinds of educational and communal zones due to 
which we have conceptualized “Unschool of Criminology”. Unschooling is a form of learning which is primarily based on learning through life experiences that may 

include play, household responsibilities, personal interests & curiosity, internships & work experience, travel, books, mentoring, and most importantly social  

interaction. The program is meant for young learners and juvenile offenders as per the environmental settings available to implement our concept of an ‘Alternative 

Learning Centre’.  The training and/or educational sessions are provided either in groups or individually for career development and rehabilitation as per the  

requirement. The pattern of this concept is predominately based on the passion and motives of life an individual wishes to have rather than learning fundamentals 

of the education system which is selective in nature and at times enforced onto the learner. Our patterns of learning may differ for everyone since the speed of 

processing information is different for each person. As a result, we customize our sessions/curriculum having no traditional school setting for this type of  

acquiring knowledge. As per various experts, the essence of natural learning produces far greater changes in behavior than traditional learning methods since 

every learner grows at different milestones.   

 THE ADVANTAGE FOR YOU ? It is completely understandable that many continue to believe in “they-are-just-kids”, however, there have been various major  

evidence of criminal tendencies that later become an attitude to fear from. The proportion of children getting into crime could either be due to curiosity or wanting 

to look cool or peer pressure or situational conflicts or other third-party influences. But it does exist. Due to this reason, we at Crimeophobia fix the gap by  

grabbing their attention in the name of ‘Crime Education’ and teaching them about law and their rights in a language in which they feel comfortable. Simultaneously, 

the educational institute is also given uttermost importance by maintaining their reputation, and in case they are already facing conflict with their students, then we 

find the culprit for them to make the future colorful for all. As a client you have cumulative access to all our leading industrial subject experts as Crimeophobia will 

be your ‘outsourced in- house Interagency Advisors’ that would cover Legal, Security, and Mental Healthcare linked to concerns of family, business, and government 

along with reputation management. We are widely accepted like any other medical professionals as Criminology is a scientific study of crime & criminal behavior 

that is recognized as ‘Medico-Legal Cases’ (MLC) in the Medical field. 

 

WHAT DO WE DO IN MEDICAL SECTOR ? Mental Healthcare is important at every stage of life from childhood and adolescence through adulthood. Whereas,  

Criminological Mental Healthcare is important in every activity & moment of a person’s lifetime as Legal Sector is one of the most depressing occupations in the 

world. Crimeophobia is the only organisation that refers Legal disputes as one of the greatest sources of Mental Healthcare concerns and provides appropriate 

counselling / therapy for the same. We handle every affected stakeholder in the sector which not just includes the accused but also the witnesses and many family 

& friends of both accused & witnesses. In addition, the most ignored affected people are the handlers of those crime which includes Police, Judiciary and even those 

who transport / protect the accused/victims/witnesses.  Beyond the above-mentioned types of people, the ones who are extremely affected are those who were 

wrongfully named as the accused or those who committed the crime during a wrong moment of their lives and regret. Currently, the Founder, Criminologist Snehil 

Dhall is recognized as a doctor by the below public sector & private sector as Criminology is a scientific study of Crime & Criminal behavior. 

THE ADVANTAGE FOR YOU ? Mental Healthcare due to crime & criminal behavior is a tricky area since the Legal Sector like lawyers, police and others provides 

only legal remedies, whereas, the psychological sector of psychologist, physiatrists and others focus only on mental conditions without legal considerations. We at 

Crimeophobia have the blend of knowledge of providing legal remedies as per the mental conditions and also recognized as Medical professionals. Crimeophobia is 

not just ‘A Criminology Firm’ which focuses on the scientific study of crime & criminal behavior but we also understand the neuroscience of crime by providing 

Neurocriminology solutions that are referred to as predictive policing to prevent crime. Based on these neuroscience techniques, we have provided various kinds of 

Anti-Criminal & Anti-Terrorism rehabilitation sessions for not just rural but also urban youth who have been vulnerable. Our decoding process includes  

Extrasensory Perceptions with seven types of psychological skills i.e. Intuition, Telepathy, Psychometry, Clairvoyance / Clairaudience, Precognition, and  

Retrocognition, whereas, is further developed around seven professional sectors i.e. Crime, Culture, Social, Terrorism, Media, Politics, Police.  

  

WHAT DO WE DO IN DEFENCE SECTOR ? We provide a prescriptive & predictive model of our legal options that allows our clients to have the liberty to conclude 

their decisions of which legal platform to opt for. Crimeophobia Defence has been initiated for National Security & Counter-Terrorism which is linked to 7 core 

analytical commands required for a tactical and psychological warfare unit. The command for this unit is based on the theoretical framework of Criminologist Snehil 

Dhall (Founder) called ‘Theory of Modern Chakravyuh’ and ‘Polymath Theory of Organised Crime’ covering the aspects of Crime, Society, Culture, Terrorism, Politics, 

Media and Policing. We have observed that, just like Gangsters / Underworld of Mumbai had subsequently become Builders or Politicians, currently Terrorist groups 

of various countries are creating Transnational Government as their sympathizers are in various countries for protesting in the theme of ‘Nations without States’. 

To counter this format, our strategic framework has been initiated and displayed in form of Criminal Writ Petition with the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India for  

implementing the recommendations of ‘United Nations Transnational Organised Crime’. This is one of our case study that reflect the core requirements of our 

‘Neurocriminology Predictive Policing & Warfare Unit’ in the future of Defence structure modernization.  

 

Crimeophobia is one of the only Criminology Firms in the world which operates in solving various kinds of crimes including International Relations and Transnational 

Organised Crime. We have successfully created a prescriptive & predictive model for providing our criminological reports that assist clients with detailed decision-

making options. Every country works on three models, i.e., 1) Scientists & Engineers who design the infrastructure and economic needs and 2) Defence which  

secures its homeland and border security. The third aspect is secrecy which is why a new set of recommendations were created and referred to as ‘United Nations 

Transnational Organised Crime’ (UNTOC). However, this secrecy is to be maintained not against enemy neighbours but Organised Crime operatives. We hereby like 

to offer our services as ‘Consultants’ for implementing Transnational Organised Crime Units (TOCU) in your State/Union Territory with the techniques of Indian 

Criminology created by Criminologist Snehil Dhall. Our Founder has created two theories for data mining called the ‘Theory of  Modern Chakravyuh’ and ‘Polymath 

Theory of Organised Crime’ which have been experimented with TRL-9 results. Furthermore, we have initiated and independently taken the assistance of the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court of India (SCI) for implementing UNTOC in India. 

  

THE ADVANTAGE FOR YOU ?It is considered that ‘Terrorist want more people to watch than die’, however, such motives continue to change as per the ana lytical 

factors during an ongoing battlefield which could be at private sector, public sector, and/or defence zones. Our responsibility is to deliver the crime report similar 

to medical report in which its up to the patient and/or client to choose their options without creating any rift in the existing system. We are a multi-dimensional 

subject experts who provide solutions after the considerations of what would they do next; i.e. Crime, Society, Culture, Terrorism, Politics, Media and Policing. 
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“His emphasizes that it is important to understand the psychology of the case and then work towards the evidence and witness part of it is unique.”  

- Highest authority of government R&D for intelligence  
 

“As a school it’s our duty to keep the learners informed about the ill effects of technology and foresight into how to constructively use social media & not fall prey to 

online predators for which we thank Criminologist Snehil Dhall for addressing our learners also identifying the juvenile culprits.”   

- International High School   
 

“His alternative solutions are excellent in which he made sure the culprit came to our office to refund the recoverable in mu lti-millions.” 

 - Leading Investment Banking Institution  
 

“Merit-based fund recovery stuck since years from Political-goons & MNC Hotel-chain was feeling impossible until Crimeophobia’s team managed to get it for us 

without any court proceedings. Our legal cost was reduced drastically in the case which also involved the jurisdiction of a foreign land.”  

- Leading Security Technology  
 

“Due to millions of documents, no one in 16 years thought of investigating that a Financial Fraud case, in reality, doesn't have written evidence and the complainant 

posed as government auditor also doesn't exist which Crimeophobia team proved with written confessions of government officials.”  

- Victim employees of a Leading Media-Giant  
 

“Commendable multi-city coordination in which they got my untraceable child recovered in few days who was illegally kept captive for months.” - Single Mother 

Ministry of Youth Affairs & Sports 
 

Ministry of Communications and  
Information Technology 

 

Ministry of Women &  
Child Development  

 

Ministry of Tourism  
(Incredible India) 

A
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GOVERNMENT  

OF INDIA 
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(m)  +91-9333 3339 15 (India); +44-77297 38978 (U.K);  
(e)   office@crimeophobia.com; office@snehildhall.com 
(a)   India: PO Box 9030, 1st Floor, Manish Chamber, Sonawala Road, Goregoan (E), Mumbai - 400065,  
        United Kingdom: 8, Grove wood, Sandycombe Road, Kew Garden,     London TW9 3NF. 

 


